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Deloitte Fast 50
Deloitte Fast 50 list sees growing number of
socially responsible enterprises. Tao Lin writes.
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Social Enterprise Auckland board
member and University of Auckland
business lecturer James Newman said
the past few decades have brought a
shift in expectations of how businesses
should behave.
Particularly among younger entrepreneurs,
it was normal for enterprises to have
some ethical or social impact and the
trend was only going to continue to grow.
“As consumers, we’re increasingly
discerning on wanting to understand at
the very least the impact of how our
product is made, all the way through
to those who want socially or
environmentally impactful models like
social enterprises,” Newman said.
BNZ head of partners Shelley Ruha said
it was too early to say how sustainable a
socially-driven business model was, but
given the slow-changing nature of many
social issues, it meant socially responsible
companies would remain relevant.

Deiloite private partner Bill Hale says
the Fast 50 index has seen a growing
trend of socially responsible companies.
She said creating a business that allowed
customers to feel good about what they
were spending money on was both
common sense and great business.
For Eat My Lunch, the Auckland startup
that gives one lunch to a child in need for
every lunch that is bought, giving back to
the community is an inseparable part of
the business model.
Recognised as a Fast 50 Rising Star to
watch, the social enterprise has given
280,000 lunches to children in need
across 37 schools since it launched just
over a year ago.
When it launched in Auckland last year,
the business hit its three-year target in 12

Eat My Lunch was founded in 2015 by chef
Michael Meredith and Auckland woman
Lisa King with a social goal of feeding New
Zealand’s children in need.
weeks and when it launched in
Wellington in October, it hit its twomonth target in two weeks.
Founder Lisa King said the social
enterprise business model provided
the greatest possible impact from a
consumer’s point of view.
“Particularly for Kiwis, we’re a really
generous nation of people and everyone
wants to help. But quite often, people
don’t know how to do it and in a
meaningful way.
“So I think in these days, consumers
really want something that gives them
more value.”
Eat My Lunch also uses the venue fee
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A new generation of businesses are
emerging, driven by entrepreneurs who
value doing good by the world just as
much as making financial returns.
Several of the businesses listed on this
year’s Deloitte Fast 50 have a social
responsibility aspect, whether it is using
ethically-produced products or helping to
feed hungry Kiwi kids.
Deloitte private partner Bill Hale said
there has been a growing trend of socially
responsible companies in the Fast 50 over
the past few years, but this year has stood
out in terms of the numbers of businesses
with strong core social values.
Some of this year’s companies include
free-range takeaway food company Bird
on a Wire and Fairtrade and organic
clothing label Kowtow Clothing.
He said part of the motivation seemed
to be driven by consumers, who were
starting to consider their own values
more deeply.

the information
“onFrom
the packaging, to our story

”

from renting out its Auckland
commercial kitchen for functions, as well
as King’s speaker fees from events, to
make more lunches for children.
Little Island was number 27 on the Fast
50 this year and makes its range of ice
creams, ice blocks and coconut milk
beverages with ethically sourced and
organic ingredients.
It also pays all its workers a living wage.
Founder James Crow does not hide the
fact that he started the business to make
money.
But this did not preclude it from
treating its workers fairly and using
ingredients that were sourced sustainably.
Little Island products may cost a bit
more, but consumers are willing to pay
for better quality.
“When buying [our products], you know
straight away where that extra money
went,” Crow said.
“From the information on the
packaging, to our story and to every
ingredient you read has a clear reason
why there’s value in that product.”
The company, which supplies
supermarkets around the country, is
certified Fairtrade and is working towards
being fully organic certified.

BNZ head of partners Shelley Ruha says
creating a business that allows
customers to feel good about what they
are spending money on is both common
sense and great business.

James Crow, left, and Tommy Holden
started Nice Blocks in 2010 and recently
turned their attention to coconut milk to
expand their product range.

Deiloite private partner
Bill Hale says
the Fast 50 index has
seen a growing
trend of socially
responsible companies.
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and to every ingredient you
read has a clear reason why
there’s value in that product.
James Crow

Does growth mean
working harder?

Susan Edmunds writes.
It could be easy to feel a bit
intimidated by the finalists in the Deloitte
Fast 50.
The annual awards rank businesses
according to their revenue growth over
the past three years and set the
benchmark for high-growth businesses in
New Zealand.
Pushpay is this year’s winner with
growth of more than 4500 per cent. Last
year’s winner, Garage Project, recorded
660 per cent growth.
For the average New Zealand business,
that might sound an impossibly lofty goal.
But are these businesses working harder
to hit such high levels of growth, or have
they mastered a way to work smarter?
Antje Fiedler, a lecturer at the University
of Auckland business school, has done
research that examined firms that had
achieved high growth in international
markets.
She found working smarter was an
important part of their success – and they
did not necessarily have to work harder.
“The firms that really excelled in
international markets had learned how to
delegate,” Fiedler said.
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Pushpay’s chief executive Chris Heaslip has overseen growth of more than 4500 per cent
That left specialist management teams
to focus on strategic issues and not get
dragged down by operational concerns.
They would focus on the areas they were
most skilled in and knew most about, and
leave the other tasks for other people.
But she said in some cases that required
a difficult mindshift as businesses came to
understand they needed to rely on others,
so that the management teams could use
their time in the best way possible.
“New Zealand companies tend to be
very small and often have managers who
have built the company.
“In a way there’s a lot of protection but
it’s hard to let it go in certain areas, I
think that’s a challenge.”
But Fiedler said because the New
Zealand market was small, companies
that wanted to achieve high levels of
growth needed to look internationally
and would need advice to do that.
Bill Hale, partner at Deloitte Private,
said the business founders of Fast 50
companies had a level of dedication not
seen in some companies.
“Usually because it’s their business, their

baby and they absolutely believe in it
they’re almost bordering on fanatical in
some cases,” Hale said.
“Compared to your average SME which
is doing something slightly less
inspirational, they do tend to work
harder.”
But he said many were putting their
resources to better use. Compared to
2014, the average head count of finalist
businesses has remained the same, but
average revenue has gone up 20 per cent
from $7.9 million to $10.3m.
Investing in technology helped, he said.
With new software-as-a-service solutions
on offer, businesses could tap in to some
of the best systems available without the
high upfront cost.
Rod McNaughton, professor and head
of department at the University of
Auckland’s department of management
and international business, has done
research in the Canadian context on high
growth firms using the Profit 100, a
ranking of high growth firms that is
similar to Deloitte’s Fast 50.”
He said there were usually two high-

growth patterns.
Some firms grew exponentially with
growth rates that ran to thousands of per
cent. Others had high linear growth, with
rates of 50 per cent to 100 per cent.
“However, very few high growth firms
sustain high growth for periods of more
than three years, and their growth rates
can be highly volatile.
“A lot plateau and then stay that way
while others plateau and then go through

“

A lot of firms are in highspecialised, niche markets
so even if you are in a large
overseas market you can still
run out of customers
Ron McNaughton

”

another growth spurt.”
McNaughton said there were only a
handful of companies in the world that
could sustain very high rates of growth
for a decade or more.
“A lot of firms are in high-specialised,
niche markets so even if you are in a large
overseas market you can still run out of
customers.”
High growth seemed to be associated
with companies addressing markets or
market segments that were growing
rapidly, or sectors that were highly
fragmented, because growth could be
achieved by consolidating existing smaller
firms, McNaughton said.
High-growth companies tended to have
founders who had a focus on growth and
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University of Auckland business school
lecturer Antje Fiedler
a plan to support rapid growth, as well as
a focus on customer interaction and
providing value for customers.
They also used market-led innovation
processes and had marquee customers
and “big brother alliances”.
Other common features included a
breakthrough value proposition that
offered order of magnitude higher
benefits, well-developed organisational
processes that scaled well to support
rapid growth, early internationalisation to
multiple foreign markets and a wellconstructed board that included people
who had been through rapid growth in
other organisations.
McNaughton said there was also often
an element of being in the right place at
the right time.
An idea tried at one time could fail, then
another business with a similar offer
could take off at a later date.
Jos Ruffell, of Garage Project, said there
was no one thing that propelled his firm
to such high levels of growth.
“We’ve been very prolific since we
started and that’s very much been
working harder, but we’ve tried to be
smart about the things we do and to do
things differently. So it’s not one or the
other but a combination of the two.”
Deloitte 2016
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Phillip Kraal owner of Bamboozle
in Christchurch, among the
fastest growing mature
businesses in the Deloitte Fast 50.

Canterbury rebuild
companies need to
look to future.
Chris Hutching writes.

Canterbury’s contribution to the
Deloitte Fast 50 has nearly doubled this
year with nine businesses on the index of
fastest growing companies, compared

with five last year.
Four of the nine are involved in
construction in the post-earthquake
rebuild - Southbase, Josh is a Sparky,
House Lifters and SmartLift Systems
- plus Le Bon Bollirestaurant operator
which returned to the central city as the
first new office buildings were occupied.
While the reconstruction boom has
accelerated their growth, making money
from the rebuild may become less
predictable over the next two of years,
Deloitte partner Shari Carter says.
Several construction companies and
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developers with an eye to the future have
already taken the initiative by setting up
new offices in Auckland over the past 12
months.
“It took these companies time to build
the big growth we’ve seen, unless they
were involved in demolition immediately
after the 2011 earthquakes,” Carter said.
Their future challenge was to build
growth in other areas or activities, she
said.
“If they’re operating mainly off rebuild
activity in the Canterbury market they
need to understand their future work may
be outside the region.
“The rebuild won’t suddenly stop, but
there will be times when the pipeline of
work is patchy and they don’t have other
work in the background.
“They need to carefully monitor their
short to medium term work and be
nimble, so if there’s a gap they can take
advantage of it,” Carter said.
“If they’re not looking at other products
or regions they’ll need to change their
structure.”
Some business models allow companies
to ramp work up or down.
“Construction companies will have a
number of permanent employees and
others on contract so they can future
proof themselves to a degree.”
Southbase Construction is a child of the
earthquakes, set up in 2013 by interests
associated with property investordeveloper Philip Carter to capture rebuild
opportunities.
It has secured close to $100 million of
projects including St Margaret’s College,
Christchurch Bus Exchange, Deloitte

Kiwi software firms eschew
‘growth at all costs’ for a
more sustainable approach.

Glass and cranes epitomise the
Christchurch post-earthquake rebuild.
House on Cambridge Tce, the Hagley
Park cricket oval, and other central
city projects such as the new central
city library where construction has
just begun.
The high growth path of many Deloitte
Fast 50 companies has been directly
related to the rebuild.
For example, the Le Bon Bolli
Restaurant Ltd was named the fastest
growing mature business when the
regional category winners and rising stars
of the 2016 Deloitte Fast 50.
The company owned the inner city bar
and cafe, The Crumpet Club which was

“

It took these companies
time to build the big growth
we’ve seen.
Shari Carter
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”

Glass and cranes epitomise the
Christchurch post-earthquake rebuild.

demolished after the earthquakes.
It establishing Bamboozle Oriental
Fusion Kitchen and Bar in Sumner before
shifting back to Cambridge Terrace in the
central city recently. Owners Philip and
Helen Kraal have also opened two
adjoining hospitality businesses, Johnny
Sausage and the Whet Drinking Room.
SmartLift Systems, the fastest growing
Fast 50 service business, was launched
after the earthquakes and specialises in
levelling and repairing foundations for
commercial and residential buildings.
Other Fast 50 companies are riding
longer term trends – such as Moola.com
which emerged after the collapse of
finance companies between 2008 and
2010.
The Road Trip has enjoyed the more
recent tourist bubble with its customised
holiday itineraries for tourists.
Deloitte 2016

writes Tom Pullar-Strecker.
Kiwi information technology
companies are putting profitability ahead
of achieving growth at all costs, resulting
in more sustainable growth says Deloitte
partner Darren Johnson.
“People are aiming for their businesses
to be more sustainable, as opposed to
putting all their money into marketing
and growing them as fast as they can
but not necessarily having the underlying
foundations,” he said.
The technology sector has had a mixed
year.
At the top-end of town, an index
compiled by the Technology Investment
Network suggested the country’s top 100
technology firms and top 100 emerging
ones grew their combined sales 12 per
cent to $9.4 billion in the year to June 30.
Their higher exports even managed to
offset the latest annual drop in dairy
industry exports.
Angel investment was also solid at $23
million during the first half of the year,

suggesting there could be a strong
pipeline of smaller business coming
through.
But the share prices of several mid-sized
technology companies that listed on the
NZX in 2013 and 2014 in the wake
Xero’s market success have been in
the doldrums.
Time and cash ran out for one – security
software firm Wynyard – which collapsed
into voluntary administration this month
after raising $172m from investors during
its float and a subsequent series of capital
raisings.
When high-profile companies got
in trouble that could definitely dent

People are aiming for
“their
businesses to be more
sustainable.
”
Darren Johnson
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About a dozen Kiwi firms have built
significant, sustainable businesses
on the back of software company
Xero’s star power.

We can’t afford to have too
“many
of these companies not
succeeding.
”
Darren Johnson
everywhere and that could be exacerbated
if there were any further moves to try to
curtail immigration.
“One thing that always comes out of the

Fast 50 is the difficulty getting skilled
people,” Johnson said.
“A lot of the local skill is already taken
up by the big players so it is important
to be able to get those skills in from
overseas. Reducing immigration would
have a knock-on effect.”
One way Kiwi businesses had responded
to those pressures was to contract out

more work to lower-cost countries,
Johnson said.
“[But] it is obviously not as easy as
having someone locally you can oversee
day to day.”
If there is one thing fundamental to the
heightened trend for discipline it is “just
making sure that capital is spent wisely”,
he said.
Deloitte 2016
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confidence, Johnson said.
“We can’t afford to have too many of
these companies not succeeding.”
Deloitte’s observation that more
businesses were achieving sustainable
growth was anecdotal, he said.
It primarily came from its experience
helping privately-owned cloud software
firms – many of which had raised money
from professional investors – to gear up
to take their businesses overseas.
“A lot of them are lasting longer. There
have been a lot that fire up but don’t see it
through. People can’t just keep going
back for capital.”
However, there was “no rule of thumb”
on how long the path to profitability
should be, he said.
A “reasonable portion” of the businesses
Johnson advises are firms that are selling
add-ons to Xero’s accounting software,
either to cater for specific industries or
to add generic features to do with the
likes of stock management, point-of-sale
and payroll.
“There is definitely flow-on from Xero.”
Challenges for tech companies include
the strong dollar. However, investors
tended to value software firms in
United States dollars given the standard
way to cash-up their investment was
through a trade sale to an American
buyer, Johnson said.
Getting skilled staff was an issue
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The 225% entry threshold for the 2016 Deloitte Fast 50 is the highest it has
ever been, proving these companies are on a mission to succeed.
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What NZ firms can
learn from Deloitte
Fast 50 companies.
Tao Lin writes.

When the Deloitte Fast 50 alumni
includes some of New Zealand’s most
successful enterprises, it is a sure bet
there will be some lessons to be learnt
from the country’s fastest growing
companies.
Deloitte private partner Bill Hale said
one of the most interesting takeaways
from observing Fast 50 alumni is they
seem to be bucking the general trend
around New Zealand’s productivity.
New Zealand is ranked behind
European and Nordic countries, as well as
Australia, the United Kingdom and the
United States when it comes to
productivity, which has been a point of
discussion for some years.
“Yet, trends with Fast 50 businesses over
the last couple of years shows they’re
managing to get higher revenue from less
people, on average,” Hale said.
This came down to the combination of
the type of businesses involved in the
9 ll Deloit t e Fas t50 2016

Bird on a Wire, founded by Sophie Gilmour,
offers a poultry handling degree to develop staff.
index, with many of them being
technology companies that can scale with
fewer staff or companies that could
increase sales without adding more
people.
Higher productivity also involved being
agile, open to adopting new ways of doing
things and using technology in the
business to improve efficiency.
Good people management was also
important.
“We’re not saying Fast 50 businesses
necessarily get it right either. I suspect if
you asked them if there was one area
where they needed help, it’s usually the
people part of it,” Hale said.
However, they tended to have great
values and direction which helped with
good company culture and human
resource management.
Auckland free-range chicken takeaway
company Bird on a Wire, which is 19th on
this year’s index, has an internal staff

Trends with Fast 50
“businesses
over the last

couple of years shows they’re
managing to get higher
revenue from less people,
on average.
Bill Hale

”

development programme called the
poultry handling degree.
There are a number of stages staff
members can work towards where they
learn more skills and get rewarded with
pay rises.
Switch Lighting was named as this year’s
Fast 50 fastest growing manufacturer for
the Christchurch and upper South Island
region. It used a “lean” culture to combat
talent shortages.
The company is New Zealand’s

manufacturer of LED lighting solutions
and encouraged all its staff to contribute
ideas on how to make the workplace
more efficient.
Suggested changes are considered and
implemented quickly.
Hale said many of the Fast 50 companies
were still young and did not have all the
answers to successful business growth.
However, what is reinforced is a
dedication to a niche and being great at it.
A good example of this is this year’s Fast
50 winner Pushpay, which provides a
mobile payment service for people in the
United States to donate to churches.
Others that dominate niches include
travel company All Blacks Tours, which
manages official All Blacks supporters
travel, cloud video production platform
90 Seconds and plant-based food
packaging company Ecoware.
BNZ head of partners Shelley Ruha said
Fast 50 companies offered insight into
getting the right mix of both growth and
sustainability, as businesses needed to be
at least three years old to be part of the
programme.
“You only need to look at the list of
companies included in the programme to
see the variety of business types that
feature,” Ruha said.
“This shows that you don’t need to be in
the latest bleeding edge industry to
achieve rapid growth.”
It also showed the importance of
choosing the right business partners,
whether that was the bank, accountant or
business adviser, she said.
Deloitte 2016
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Fast 50 profiles
Our finalists cover the length of the country.
Lets hit the road to hear some of their stories.
WATCH THE VIDEO

2016 FAST 50 REGIONAL WINNERS

WATCH THE VIDEO

NORTH AND SOUTH ISLAND INSIGHTS

PUSHPAY

PUSHPAY’S HYPER GROWTH
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that this would be Pushpay’s largest
market.
Not only was it the largest consumer
market in the world, but it was also one of
the most religious.
More than US$119 billion (NZ$162b)
was given each year to religious
organisations in the US and there were
more than 340,000 churches.
Pushpay now has more than 5200
merchants, including five of the top 10,
and 30 of the top 100 largest churches in
the US, and processed more than US$1b in
payments a year.
It has also been piloting a bill payment
service with Watercare Services in
Auckland and has recently signed an
agreement to serve all Watercare’s retail
customers.
It has not been entirely smooth sailing
though.

“

You could have the best
product in the world, but
without the right people
to build it and sell it, it is
worthless.
Chris Heaslip

”

In 2013 the company ran out of money
and Heaslip had to tell his staff members
they would not be paid.
“I had to sit in front of all our staff and
say, ‘I’m sorry, I’ve let you all down’. It was
the single hardest day of my life.”
None of the staff chose to leave and not
long after, Heaslip and Crowther received
a $2m investment from New Zealand
rich-listers Christopher and Peter Huljich.
Heaslip said there was no silver bullet to
finding success, but what has worked for
him has been determination, hard work
and the willingness to learn and adapt.

Pushpay chief executive Chris Heaslip
worked three jobs while studying
accounting full time at university.

Having the right people at the right times
was paramount.
“You could have the best product in the
world, but without the right people to
build it and sell it, it is worthless,” Heaslip
said.
Pushpay will keep focusing on the US
church market and is on track to reach
$100m in average monthly revenue by the
end of 2017. Tao Lin
Deloitte 2016
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Making the cumbersome donating
process a breeze has helped Auckland
mobile payments company Pushpay soar
into “hyper-growth” mode.
Hyper-growth is defined by American
entrepreneur Jason Lemkinas growing
from $1 million to $10m in annual
recurring revenue in five quarters or less.
Pushpay grew 10-fold in less than 10
months last year, going from average
monthly revenue of $1m to $10m.
That intense growth meant the NZXlisted company led this year’s Deloitte Fast
50 with 4574 per cent growth, almost four
times more than the second fastest
growing company on the list.
Now based in the United States, Pushpay
started in 2011 out of a frustration by
founders Chris Heaslip and Eliot Crowther
over how difficult it was to donate money
in church without cash.
“[We] were sitting in church on a Sunday
with our phones, but no cash,” Heaslip
said.
“When it came time to give, we thought,
what if it was as easy to give, as it is to buy
a song on iTunes?”
They invested heavily in security,
compliance, set-up and their own
payments processor before relocating to
the US, where it was clear from the outset

expand

Panhead general manager Josh Drake, left, and founder
Mike Neilson sold their first case just six months after
launching the company, Chloe Winter writes.
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Craft brewer Panhead
Custom Ales gears up
to

Deloitte 2016

”I’m just a bogan who loves hot rods.”
It was those exact words that led to the
creation of Panhead Custom Ales.
Upper Hutt man and self-proclaimed
“bogan” Mike Neilson uttered that phrase
while trying to come up with the name to
carry the business.
He and Josh Drake, the general manager,
were sitting around with a bunch of
friends throwing ideas about.
When one asked what they, as people,
were about, Neilson blurted out: “Oh, I’m
just a bogan who likes hot rods”.
And that’s how Panhead - a nickname
for an old Harley Davidson motorbike
engine - came to be.
Neilson and his wife Anna founded
Panhead three years ago, selling
everything they had and “putting it all on
the line”.
“They took a really big leap. They sold
13 ll Deloit t e Fas t50 2016

almost everything they had,” Drake said.
“I leant them a car at the time, because
they sold their family vehicle.”
When the couple had enough money
to kickstart the business, they bought a
small 2000-litre brewery and a two
1000-litre tanks.
Little did they know at that stage, that
things were about to change –
very quickly.
Demand for their beer was almost
immediate. Orders were coming in thick
and fast and some big decisions had to
be made.
So they expanded the office and
“jammed more tanks” in, Drake said.
However, a year later, the business found
itself in the same situation, so the office
was bulldozed to make way for more
tanks.
Last year, Panhead they were forced to

grow again - this time the brewery’s
footprint was doubled at the former
Dunlop Tyres factory in Upper Hutt.
“And, at the moment, we are looking to
double space again,” Drake said.
“Things are just going really really crazy.
We’ve got tanks outside now because we
couldn’t fit them in them indoors.”
Within the first 18 months, Panhead had
exceeded its three-year plan and its
growth forecast - which was estimated at
20 per cent year-on-year - was pushing
the 1000 per cent mark, he said.
“So it just really took off ... I don’t know
what the secret source is.
“I think for drinkers it’s been easy to
identify and the brand itself - the Panhead
thing - there is nothing made up there,”
Drake said.
“It is genuinely what we are about - we
are still just pretty simple bogans from

Panhead brewery general manager Josh
Drake, left, and founder Mike Neilson
started in a small 2000-litre brewery and
a couple of 1000-litre tanks.
Upper Hutt. We still like fast cars, we like
fast bikes.”
Despite selling the business to
international brewing giant Lion Group
earlier this year, Drake and Neilson still
have big plans.
They are building an on-site tasting
room, and want to set up a concept
bar - ideally in Wellington, but maybe
Auckland.
They also want to increase expand
their exports.
“Mike just doesn’t believe in taking his
foot of the pedal,” Drake said.
“He really wants to go full throttle and
get the beer out everywhere.”
Deloitte 2016
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Panhead Custom Ales founder Mike
Neilson, left, and general manager Josh
Drake say the name Panhead is the
nickname of an old Harley Davidson
motorbike engine.

SMARTLIFT A COMPANY OF THE TIMES FOR CANTERBURY
The Canterbury earthquakes six years ago
set off a roller coaster ride for Craig Burrell and
his business SmartLift Systems.
Smartlift specialises in levelling and repairing
foundations for commercial and residential
buildings, and was the fastest growing services
business in this year’s Deloitte Fast 50 index and
third fastest growing company overall.
When the earthquakes struck Christchurch
Burrell’s building work dried up overnight.
The self-employed builder specialised
in concrete work, drawing on his 11-year

Craig Burrell says
his company is able
to lift and re-level
houses with a
concrete slab
foundation

background in bridge building, tilt slab
construction and foundations and concrete
floors for residential and commercial clients.
But after the earthquakes he and fellow
workers spent weeks doing voluntary work,
cleaning up streets of liquefaction and helping
immediate neighbours get back to some sort of
normality.
The following two years were a mixture of
contracting doing driveway repairs and odd jobs
to try and keep his team of 15 men together.
Times were tough and staff numbers dwindled.

“

We’re very mindful of
the trauma our customers
have endured. So we
pride ourselves on our
conscientious repair of every
house as if it where our own.
Craig Burrell

”

annual turnover which continues to grow.
“We’ve completed every job - more than 400
to date. We’re currently completing close to five
homes per week.”
SmartLift staff use the only patented relevelable jacking system in the market.
“Our system far exceeds the Ministry of
Building and Employment guidelines and we
have an exemption from the Christchurch
City Council for inspections, with special
conditions.”
The SmartLift system repairs lateral spread in
concrete slabs, and can lift huge weights.
In one example it lifted a concrete floor brick
house 48 centimetres with all the cladding
intact.
“We’re very mindful of the trauma our
customers have endured. So we pride ourselves
on our conscientious repair of every house as if
it where our own.
“We’re generally in and out of the property in
five to 10 working days in most cases.”
House foundations are excavated one third to
half the house at a time for safety.
SmartLift works with Hawkins Infrastructure
which has helped lift its market presence.
Chris Hutching
Deloitte 2016
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SMARTLIFT

“While all this was happening I patented a
lifting device I had designed to lift reinforced
and unreinforced concrete floors. It turned
out to be extremely robust as well as fast and
economical.
“By the time I had the system ready to launch I
was financially in bad shape.
“My cousin Martin Pekham, who was running
his own successful company in Brisbane for 15
years agreed to drop everything and come to
New Zealand with his young family and help
run my new company SmartLift even though it
was unproven.”
His brother Stephen Burrell also agreed to join
forces.
“We all agreed that working in the insurancepaid world meant the one thing that would
make us stand out in the crowd was integrity.
“In practice we would deliver great service,
a fair quote with no milking the system, and a
safe work environment.
Since setting up SmartLift has increased staff
numbers to more than 60, with Craig Burrell
and his wife Kim Burrell running the office,
quoting, banking and office duties.
The company now has multi-million dollar

Deloitte 2016

IFS GROWTH
SPREADS ITS

wings

IFS Growth is expanding into Hawkes Bay, Nelson and
Marlborough, writes Chris Hutching.
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“Invercargill-based IFS Growth is
expanding into Hawkes Bay, Nelson and
Marlborough.
This will complement its services in
Wairarapa, Northland, Otago and
Southland.
IFS Growth is one of the fastest growing
southern agricultural companies
identified among the 2016 Deloitte Fast
50 companies.
Director and major shareholder Dan
Minehan has a Lincoln University
background and his family has been
involved in forestry for decades.
The company’s expansion has been
funded with a recent investment by
Invercargill City Forests, buying a 25 per
cent stake in the company.
Minehan said the investment will help
with future export growth to China and
India which are receptive to dealing with
government organisations.
Invercargill City Forests has been a
strong advocate for growth, he said.
IFS Growth’s services include mapping,
carbon consulting and forest
management, on behalf of investors.
Minehan said his company’s
relationships with clients and contractors.
We have a lot of companies contract to
us, from planting to harvest, transport
and marketing.”
After 15 years in business, Minehan said
IFS Growth was getting into its stride.
“It’s taken us a while to figure out where
16 ll Deloit t e Fas t50 2016

Otago managing partner Ann Flower with
Dan Minehan of IFS Growth which is a
regional winner in the 2016 Deloitte Fast 50.

to position ourselves and who we want to
work with to build partnerships and long
term contracts.
“If harvesting crews don’t have much
work we don’t do well either. What’s good
for us should be good for them and vice
versa.
“Our key focus is domestic supply, but
we also have an export component. Local
sawmills don’t take all grades cut from a
forest.
“Forestry is very capital intensive so scale
is important. That’s why so many of our
forests are owned by companies, often
overseas-owned, with a longer term view
over 25 years or more
“Our clients are forest owners and often

they are smaller mum and dad-type
investors.”
About 40 per cent to 60 per cent of
forests planted in the mid 1990s were
owned by private investors depending on
the region, he said.
“It’s almost like having a bunch of
lifestyle blocks or small farms. We
aggregate them together which gives us as
much purchasing power as bigger
companies.
“With the support of our export

Forestry is very capital
“intensive
so scale is important
”
Dan Minehan

partners we can fill a whole ship and that
makes a significant difference in
maintaining long term relationships.”
IFS Growth works with the ports at
Bluff, Fryatt St (Dunedin, Marsden Point,
and is about to begin exporting from
Wellington and Napier.
“Forest owners are making good returns
and we’re seeing a lot of interest in
investing.”
In some regions IFS Growth has
achieved Forest Stewardship Council
certification which means forests have
been audited as meeting approved
environmental and sustainable standards,
including working with local iwi and
stakeholders.
Deloitte 2016

The Government invested $1.35 billion in
UFB to reach 75 per cent of New Zealanders

ULTRAFASTLIFE INFIBRE
THE FAST LANE
“

It’s a few years yet before we send a dollar
home but once it does happen it will be
consistent
William Hamilton
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New Zealand’s ultra fast fibre network
will soon be regarded as a “backbone”
piece of New Zealand infrastructure, an
industry expert says.
William Hamilton, chief executive of
Hamilton business Ultrafast Fibre, has
been spearheading the roll-out of ultra fast
fibre (UFB) in Hamilton, Tauranga,
Whanganui, New Plymouth, Tokoroa,
Hawera, Cambridge and Te Awamutu
urban areas since 2014.Ultra fast fibre
would become viewed as a crucial piece of
New Zealand’s infrastructure, as
important as roads or rail, he said.
Established in 2010, Ultrafast Fibre owns
and operates the fibre network it laid
down.
The company has been named as a
finalist for the second consecutive year in
the Deloitte Fast 50.
In 2015 it won Central North Island
fastest growing technology company and
placed eighth in the Fast 50.
With revenue increasing 600 per cent
over the past four years, the company has
come 9th on the list this year.
The company of about 130 staff has laid
fibre past 190,000 premises, of which
63,000 had connected.
The UFB roll-out is a Government
initiative that will result in fibre being
deployed to the boundary of schools,
health premises, businesses and homes,
reaching 75 per cent of New Zealanders in

33 towns and cities by 2019.
UFB offers internet speeds much faster
than broadband.
Ultrafast Fibre received a $200 million
interest-free loan from the Government for
the roll-out, which had been paid back,
Hamilton said.
The company had made a $340m
investment in laying fibre and was yet to
make a profit.
It started laying fibre in 2010 and finished
in December last year.
The company is owned by communityowned organisations WEL Networks and
Waipa Networks so when it did make a
profit it would pay returns to the
community, he said.
“It’s a few years yet before we send a dollar
home but once it does happen it will be
consistent,” Hamilton said.
Ultrafast Fibre is a wholesale services
provider and charges internet service
providers monthly for every connection.
It has about 50 customers on its network
including big retailers like Spark.
He expected up to 80 per cent of the
premises it had rolled out fibre past would
eventually connect.
“We won’t hit the terminal penetration
number probably until 2020.”
When it reached that point its new
customer growth would drop but revenue
would become steady as the company
worked mostly to maintain the network, he
said.
“We’ll become a pretty stable utility.”
Hamilton said New Zealand was a world
leader in UFB.
“New Zealand is being held up as a beacon
of how you do it.” John Anthony
Deloitte 2016
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Ultrafast Fibre chief executive
William Hamilton says the
company has laid fibre past
190,000 premises, of which
63,000 have connected
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1

Pushpay
National winner:
Fastest Growing Exporter
Fastest Growing Technology Business

Auckland

4574.4%

Mobile commerce tools for fast, secure and easy non point of sale payments

pushpay.com

1st

2

Plexure

Auckland

1197.3%

Analyses purchase and contextual data for real world transactions

plexure.com

1st

3

SmartLift Systems
National winner:
Fastest Growing Services Business

Christchurch

1027.6%

Residential and commercial property lifting and levelling specialists

smartlift.net.nz

1st

4

Panhead Custom Ales
National winner
Fastest Growing Manufacturer

Wellington

925.2%

Brewer

panheadcustomales.com

1st

5

All Blacks Tours
National winner:
Fastest Growing Retail or Consumer
Products Business

Auckland

822.3%

Travel company managing official All Blacks supporters travel

allblackstours.com

1st

6

TENCO EBS

Christchurch

750.7%

Provider of private energy and utilities network services for property companies

tenco-ebs.co.nz

1st

7

IFS Forestry
National winner:
Fastest Growing Agriculture Business

Dunedin

721.3%

Productive, sustainably managed New Zealand forestry

ifsgrowth.co.nz

1st

8

Teknique

Auckland

607.5%

Smart camera platform technology

teknique.com

1st

9

Ultrafast Fibre

Hamilton

600.6%

Fibre network owner and operator for ultrafast broadband

ultrafastfibre.co.nz

2nd

10

Whanau Tahi

Auckland

508.4%

Software and solutions enabling connected care in both clinical and social settings

whanautahi.com

1st

11

Snap Rentals

Auckland

461.7%

Affordable car rentals

snaprentals.co.nz

1st

12

90 Seconds

Auckland

447.5%

Cloud video production service, video production marketplace & workflow platform

90seconds.tv

2nd

13

MajorDomo

Dunedin

435.5%

Luxury private holiday accommodation and world-class concierge services

majordomo.co.nz

1st

14

House Lifters

Christchurch

418.1%

Residential and commercial property lifting and levelling specialists

houseliftersltd.co.nz

1st

RANK

www.fast50.co.nz
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15

Acquire Online

Auckland

406.4%

Online display advertising and moment marketing

acquireonline.co.nz

1st

16

MAXRaft

Dunedin

405.9%

Supplier of fully insulated and thermally broken floor systems

maxraft.co.nz

2nd

17

Cobra Labs

Hamilton

392.3%

Sports performance supplements distributor

cobralabs.com

3rd

18

Payless Energy

Dunedin

385.7%

Residential and commercial electricity retailer

paylessenergy.co.nz

1st

19

Bird on a Wire

Auckland

362.7%

Ethical and nutritious takeaway food

birdonawire.co.nz

2nd

20

Ecoware

Auckland

354.3%

Plant-based food packaging products

ecoware.co.nz

1st

21

CAVIUS Nano

Hamilton

346.3%

Manufacturer & distributor of world's smallest photoelectric smoke & heat alarms

cavius.co.nz

1st

22

BLIS Technologies
National winner
Fastest Growing Mature Business

Dunedin

345.6%

Producer of probiotic health products

blis.co.nz

1st

23

Future Air Solutions

Christchurch

325.6%

Commercial air conditioning installation

futureairsolutions.co.nz

1st

24

Spotlight Reporting

Wellington

324.2%

Cloud-based business intelligence tools

spotlightreporting.com

1st

25

Tax Traders

Auckland

322.1%

Tax pooling intermediary for provisional tax payments

taxtraders.co.nz

1st

26

James Group

Auckland

311.5%

Commercial and insutrial property specialists

jamesgroup.co.nz

1st

27

Little Island

Auckland

305.2%

Creamery using coconut milk and organic ingredients

littleislandcreamery.com

1st

28

CMOS

Wellington

300.9%

Commercial cleaning company

cmos.co.nz

1st

29

GeoOp

Auckland

300.6%

Mobile workforce job management

geoop.com

1st

30

Kowtow Clothing

Wellington

297.7%

New Zealand designed certified ethical organic cotton clothing

kowtowclothing.com

3rd

31

Southbase Construction

Christchurch

296.8%

Commercial construction company

southbase.co.nz

1st

32

Uprise Solutions

Wellington

289.6%

Digital media agency

uprise.co.nz

2nd

33

Protempo

Auckland

277.6%

High end consumer electronics remarketer

protempo.com

3rd

34

Pacificomm

Auckland

273.7%

A 4PL wholesaler and distributor specialising in ICT products and services

pacificomm.co.nz

1st

35

The Career Academy

Auckland

270.9%

Online course provider

careeracademy.co.nz

1st

36

The Last Pickle

Wellington

268.2%

Apache Cassandra based solutions

thelastpickle.com

1st

RANK

www.fast50.co.nz
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37

EverEdge

Auckland

266.1%

Intangible asset specialists

everedgeip.com

1st

38

Vend

Auckland

265.3%

Cloud-based point-of-sale and retail management software

vendhq.com

3rd

39

PowerbyProxi

Auckland

257.2%

Designs, licenses and manufactures wireless power solutions

powerbyproxi.com

1st

40

The Road Trip

Christchurch

250.5%

Personalised private tours of New Zealand

theroadtrip.co.nz

1st

41

Josh is a Sparky

Christchurch

249.3%

Electrical firm

joshisasparky.co.nz

1st

42

New Y Trading

Auckland

246.7%

Shipping and parcel delivery to China for online businesses

43

Compass Agribusiness
Management

Dunedin

242.9%

Tailored agribusiness solutions

compassagri.com

2nd

44

OneStaff

Auckland

238.1%

Commercial and industrial recruitment specialists

onestaff.co.nz

2nd

45

Le Bon Bolli Restaurant Limited

Christchurch

237.1%

Restaurant and hospitality group

bamboozlerestaurant.co.nz

1st

46

Collective

Auckland

236.8%

Private and corporate catering

collectivehospitality.co.nz

1st

47

ZB Homes

Hamilton

236.4%

Custom home builders

zbhomes.co.nz

1st

48

Moola

Christchurch

236.2%

Digital short-term money lender

moola.co.nz

1st

49

Touchtech

Wellington

226.5%

Web tools and mobile app developer

touchtech.co.nz

2nd

50

Optimal Clinical Trials

Auckland

225.3%

Medical research company

optimalclinicaltrials.com

1st

Parking Sense
Rising Star: National Winner

Hamilton

Digital parking management solutions

parkingsense.com

www.fast50.co.nz
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